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● 呂雨臻 Jenny Lu
The time passes fast, I'm already grade 6, and it 
is the time for junior high. Kang Chiao is the best 
school and 605 is the best class I have ever been. 
The friends in this school are friendly and nice. They 
are my best friends. I will never forget my friends, 
teachers and this school. Bye~
● 郭羽之 Vina Kuo
Time passes through grade 6 quickly, and soon we 
will graduate from Kang Chiao Bilingual School. I 
feel sad because I am going to leave my friends, 
classmates and teachers. But I believe there will be 
more happiness and challenges waiting for us in 
junior high. So, be happy and wait for another start 
in your life.
● 葉承青 Kevin Yeh
After six years, it is the time to leave our friends 
and teachers. Kang Chiao is a really good school; it 
gives us lots of activities. I will miss my friends and 
teachers very much. I am going to leave Kang Chiao 
and I will miss it forever. Good bye!
● 魏嘉宏 Mark Wei
Soon, we will graduate from Kang Chiao Bilingual 
School. In grade 6, there are a lot of fun things, and 
I will always remember them.
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● 賴文祺 Nicky Lai
Even though I only have been here for one year, but 
I'll soon leave elementary and become a junior high 
student. I will never forget the happy memories of 
6th grade, and I also expect to go to junior high. But 
I think it's hard to leave the time of elementary.
● 劉潔 Jade Liu
Six years have passed, and I am going to graduate. 
Leaving a school and my best friends who work and 
stay with me for the pass six years make me feel 
sad. I will remember the wonderful times that we 
have, and these times are the most splendid time in 
my life.
● 林孟萱 Vivian Lin
I had a great time at 6P1 class because everyone is 
nice, friendly and some are funny. It is my pleasure 
to be in the 6P1 class. We had a great time. Hope 
we could still meet each other in the future. I think 
we are just like a great family! I want to thank my 
friends and teachers, because they made these six 
years a wonderful time in my life!

● 林韋勳 Vincent Lin
Two more months everyone would be separated into 
many places. We'll say bye-bye to our friends and 
classmates that we had known for six years. It's sad 
to be separated with people when we graduate. I will 
miss everyone!
● 羅宇心 Magenta Lo
After 6 grade of school we are going to graduate. I 
will not forger my teachers and my friends. Thanks 
for teachers teaching us and my friends because 
they helped me a lot. I will never forget them. Soon, 
I'm going to another school. I will miss all my friends!
● 高懿 Fred Kao
We are going to graduate. I will remember all of my 
friends and teachers. Time goes fast. Soon we are 
at grade 7. All the past is in my memory. I wish all 
the things could come back again. So I could play 
with my friends again.
● 黃卉君 Candy Huang
Everyone knows that time passes quickly, but time 
passes more quickly than you think. Everyone also 
says that in junior high English becomes harder 
and teachers become scarier. So I don't want to 
graduate! Just let me stay one more year! I don't 
want to leave! Please God~
● 徐瑄 Susan Shu
In these six years, I learned many things and made 
many friends. I really like this school because it 
gives us freedom and chances. I will miss all my 
friends and teachers. These six years are the best 
time of my life!
● 莊皓評 Keiko Jung
We will graduate from elementary school in 60 days; 
I will not forget everything that happened in the 
school, especially the graduation trip. The trip will be 
my best memory in the elementary school. I will not 
forger it forever.
● 陳冠廷 Benjamin Chen
I am soon going to graduate from elementary 
school. I am very thankful to all my teachers and 
classmates. I have learned a lot from you. I wish 
you all the very best next year. Have a wonderful 
summer and see you in the junior high.
● 陳星宇 Sylvia Chen
WOW! Time passes soon, now we are going to 
graduate! I have all the perfect memories from Kang 
Chiao and I have many good friends in Kang Chiao, 
too. I will remember all the things in Kang Chiao.

● 施任鴻 William Shih
Two months more, we are going to say goodbye to 
the school that we stayed for six years. Four months 
later, the teachers will not be the same teachers; 
the classmates sitting beside you would not be the 
same classmates. Lots of people are going to leave 
this school. I think to graduate is just a road going to 
a new world, so we don't need to be sad.
● 盛鈺云 Kitty Sheng
I remember all my teachers from grade 1 to grade 
6, and all of my friends. We will be separate by time 
and destiny, but we will never forget each other. 
Ms. Jennifer, Mr. Climb, Ms. Helen, Mr. Hoffmann, 
Ms. Jenny, Mr. Otter, Ms. Constance and Mrs. 
Dollenberg, thanks for your teaching, thanks for your 
tolerant when I'm doubt, thanks for redressing me 
when I am lost. I will never forget my teachers and 
friends even though I leave this beautiful school.
● 吳經華 Sabrina Wu
Bye everyone! Be happy when we graduate and 
don't forget anyone. Thank you all the teachers who 
have taught me from first grade to sixth grade! Be 
happy!

Do you want to share your writing or artistic work with others?
Do you have any funny comics, stories or excellent pictures?
Please email it to zephirchien@kcbs.tpc.edu.tw 
or bring it to the International 
Department office on the second floor!

To the Class of 2010
Mrs. H. Dollenberg

It is really happening! What you have dreamed of for many years is finally happening! You are actually graduating 
from Elementary School. To all of you, finishing Elementary School is just the beginning of the next step, Junior High 
School. Completing Grade 6 successfully is just the first of many great accomplishments that I hope you will achieve 
in your life. You must realize that this is just the beginning of the rest of your lives.

South African Archbishop Desmond Tutu wrote, ‘You are a very special person, become what you are.’ These words 
encourage you, the class of 2010, to recognize the goodness and potential in each one of you and to excel in Junior 
High School.

It has been said that ‘To know where you are going, one must remember where you have been.’ You, the Class of 
2010, will start a new chapter, moving towards new endeavors and taking on greater challenges. Most of you have 
been at Kang Chiao Bilingual School for more than a year and many of you since Kindergarten. You have learned so 
many life and social skills from your teachers throughout these years and these building blocks remain to help you 
next year (and during the years to follow). Some of you will continue to go to our Junior High School but some of you 
will leave to study elsewhere. But wherever you go, Go For It. You have nothing to lose.

On behalf of the Grade 6 teachers, I would like to wish you everything of the very best as you embark upon Junior 
High School. We as teachers have witnessed your growth this year and you became more independent and more 
mature in so many ways. Remember that you are all winners! Winners Never Quit! And quitters never win. Good luck 
for Junior High School!

June 2010/73th
Kang Chiao Wonderland
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● 劉先彬 James Liu
When I first came to Kang Chiao, I thought I wouldn't 
have good days here because I couldn't speak 
Chinese well. I never learned Chinese in Korea. 
After I have learned in Kang Chiao for a year, I can 
speak Chinese well and I have lots of friends here. 
I hope I'll have good days in Kang Chiao when I 
become a junior high student.
● 林彥成 Frank Lin
Finally, I'm going to graduate. For these six years, I 
want to thank my teachers. Thank you for teaching 
me and taking care of me. You let me learn a lot. 
When I did something wrong, you always forgive 
me. I want to thank my friends, too. You always help 
me solve problems and play with me. So I will smile 
to finish my grade six.
● 孔維真 Jenna Kung
We are going to leave our elementary school life 
and step into junior high. Some of us are going to 
be separated. I will be missing all the friends and 
teachers in the elementary school. I am sure that we 
will meet again somewhere.
● 黃寶嫻 Jennifer Huang
It would be very sad if we were separate from our 
friends and classmates, because we had related 
with each other for almost 6 years. The world is very 
big and it would be uneasy to meet them again when 
we grow up. But in someway it is a good thing to go 
to junior high school because we can meet more 
friends and learn more things, and maybe we would 
meet our old friends there too. It would be soon for 
us to graduate from grade six and it would be the 
last time I got my Children's Day gift. Soon, I am 
going to say goodbye to my classmate and farewell, 
my summer.
● 黃允言 Andy Huang
I would like to say goodbye to everyone in the 
elementary school. I will miss everything, but 
not homework. Goodbye my friends. Goodbye 
elementary school. Goodbye to everything. Bye-bye!
● 周育萱 Emily Chou
After few months, we're going to junior high. Some 
of us will leave school, and we'll miss each other. 
Friends were going to be separated, and also 
the teachers. I'll remember everything that had 
happened in Kang Chiao. I wish everyone will have 
a wonderful time in junior high school.
● 陳冠廷 Gary Chen
We are going to graduate. I will miss my friends and 
the playing times I had with my friends. I wish that 
all of my friends could be happy forever. I wish we 
could meet on the road and play with each other 
again soon. I am glad to graduate from this school.

● 張晏寧 Annie Chang
It's almost the time to say goodbye to all my dear 
friends. I'm leaving Kang Chiao and start a whole 
new junior high life. Thanks to my teachers, my 
grades are better and higher every year. Wish all my 
classmates will be great at their junior high time, and 
hope that you guys will remember me!!!
● 陳雋燊 Johnson Chen
The time goes past fast. Some times I'll think about 
that when I came to Kang Chiao I was so idiot that I 
bit my fingernails all day. But now I'm just a big boy 
now. I don't bite my nails anymore. Now, I always 
play with friends and play basketball. I'm growing up 
at Kang Chiao, thank you!
● 陳芷聆 Diana Chen
We are going to graduate from this elementary 
school. I hope everyone will have a new happy life at 
junior high. I will miss all my friends and the teachers 
here. I wish we will meet again in the future.
● 蔡皓文 Tiger Tsai
After I graduate, I may not see some of you guys. 
When I was still young, I thought that there is still 
much time to be friends with you guys, but there is 
not enough time now.
● 吳立勻 Catherine Wu
Very soon, we are going to graduate, and then we 
will go to junior high school. At that time, I will miss 
all my friends, the things that we had ever done 
before, the tricks that we had ever done to teachers, 
and all the fun time we had. I will also remember the 
graduation trip. I will never forget the time in Kang 
Chiao.
● 吳承翰 Philip Wu
I am so happy that I am finally going to graduate. 
I will miss the teachers who had taught me in my 
elementary years. Of course, I will never forget my 
friends and the things we have played together for 
these years. It is so hard to say the word “good 
bye＂ to all of my friends. This is the best time I 
have in my life.
● 王方廷 Welly Wang
I am very happy to study with my friends in grade 
six. We laugh and play together; we're just like 
brothers. But some times we will be angry with each 
other, and then we'll become friends again. I wish 
that we can see each other in the future!
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● 彭俊維 Justin Peng
Soon, I will say goodbye to elementary school and 
then go to junior high. I will still stay in Kang Chiao, 
but some of my best friends are going to other 
schools. Thanks to these friends let me make my 
time of elementary school wonderful. And I also 
want to thank the teachers at the elementary school 
because they teach me many things about every 
thing.
● 牟仁萱 Sharon Mou
It's time for graduation. I am happy that I had grown 
up, but it's also sad that I have to leave my friends 
and my school. There are a lot of nice memories 
here. I hope that my friends and teachers will never 
forget me. I will remember all of you too. Wish 
everyone has a wonderful graduation! Go! Go!
● 倪嘉霙 Jenny Ni
We are going to graduate from the elementary 
school. Time runs pass quickly and we are going to 
walk one more step forward to reach the life of junior 
high. I'm thankful for the teachers in my elementary 
school life, and the classmates that help me from 
the pass six years. I learn a lot and I wish I will have 
good life in junior high.
● 林孟璇 Mandy Lin
Time passes very quickly and we are going to 
graduate. We are going to leave our friends and go 
to junior high. It's very sad but we couldn't escape 
from it. Wish that after graduating, we can see each 
other again.
● 林家碩 Tiger Lin
Two months later, I am going to graduate. I am 
going to leave all this behind and walk into a new 
world. I will miss my friends, and the time we played 
together. I will miss the field, natural park, and all the 
teachers. Thank you for teaching me! BYE! BYE!
● 郭學安 Jason Kuo
The time of elementary school is almost over. 
Everyone is sad but time is still going. Soon, we will 
graduate from Kang Chiao. At that time, we might 
leave out friends. I will never forget them, of course, 
and all the teachers. Thanks to everyone. I will never 
forget Kang Chiao.
● 王柔涵 Melody Wang
The time goes so fast that we are going to graduate 
from elementary school. In the past six years, we 
learned many different things. We grew up from 
being childish to mature. A few months later, we 
are going to junior high. We are going to take 
a step forward to our life and say goodbye to 
our elementary years. Thank you teachers and 
classmates who have grown up with me during the 
six years, I will remember you forever!
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● 林子霽 Tristan Lin
Finally! We are going to graduate after six years of 
hard works. But I will still remember my teachers 
and my friends. Some classmates are going away to 
another school, and some are staying. I hope we all 
can keep in touch.
● 郭炫利 Sherry Guo
This is the end of the elementary school, but it is 
also the start of junior high. We are leaving each 
other, but maybe one day we will meet again. Be 
happy till the end of the semester and let's graduate 
together!
● 黃思淳 Jennifer Huang
Time passes quickly. We are going to graduate. I am 
happy to meet everyone in this school and I won't 
forget you. I had a great time with everyone. Thank 
you! Bye!
● 周愷揚 Derek Chou
I'm finally graduating, I've been through tears and 
funs with all my dear friends and teachers. I'll miss 
the happy life in elementary school. It is hard for me 
to leave some of my friends. I'll have to say so long 
to my childhood and move upwards to junior high. It 
will be a milestone in the journey of my life. I hope I 
could let Kang Chiao be proud of me in the future.
● 張毓琪 Rachel Chang
I like Kang Chiao very much and I learned many 
useful things here. Such as English, I can speak to 
foreigners in English. I also have fun in Kang Chiao 
for these six years. I feel very proud to be a Kang 
Chiao student. I will never forger the times I have 
been in Kang Chiao.
● 陳芸 Christine Chen
Six years passes so quickly, I have a lot of things 
that I haven't done yet. I'll miss all of my best friends. 
I love you so much, so please don't forget me. Last, 
all the best wishes to everyone who is nice to me. 
Thank you!
● 陳偉恩 Weien Chen
I am very grateful for all your help. I also thank 
everyone in my class who helped me went through 
all the difficulties. I am happy this year because all of 
you brought me happiness. I will be very sad when 
I leave this school, but I will remember you! Even 
when I leave the school, I will be strong; I must have 
a smile on my face for the future.
● 沈琬昀 Christina Shan
This is the end of the elementary school, but when 
we graduate, we are going to start in junior high 
school. Every one must part one day, and go to the 
school you want. Maybe when we grow up, we will 
meet again. Be happy until you graduate!
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● 吳友友 Yoyo Wu
I had a wonderful time in Kang Chiao, and I made a 
lot of friends, now I am graduating and leaving my 
friends. I felt sad, but I won't forget the splendid time 
we had together. I'll miss all my great teachers and 
I thank them for everything. At last, best wishes to 
all my dear friends and teachers. I'll try my best in 
junior high and won't let you down.
● 葉昕叡 Allen Yeh
I am going to say goodbye to Kang Chiao and my 
friends very soon. I believe I can get more new 
friends in the new school. I am very glad to have 
Alan, Weien and many other people as my friends. 
They made my time of elementary school wonderful. 
I want to say thank you to all the teachers. I will 
never forget the friends, teachers, basketball court, 
grass and everything in Kang Chiao.
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● 湯政達 Daves Tang
I am very happy this year, but many of my friends 
are going to other schools. I wish my best friends 
can stay in Kang Chiao and don't go to other 
schools. I have a very good memory in these 6 
years because of my friends. I want to thank you all. 
Good bye, my best friends!
● 李庭 Charlene Lee
Time passes quickly! I need to treasure the time 
with my friends. I hope my friends can remember 
me! I am going to graduate! I will remember my 
classmates and friends! Bye! Bye! Everyone!
● 林品均 Robert Lin
Despite the fact that I have not been here at Kang 
Chiao for a long time, I have really enjoyed my time 
here at the elementary school. As some teachers 
said, this is our last truly “free＂ year – and then, 
most of us will be going separate ways. Farewell to 
those who are going to other schools, and farewell 
to our teachers. I will miss you all. For those who are 
staying here at Kang Chiao for middle school – let's 
us prepare for what's up ahead!
● 林詠婷 Kiki Lin
I have studied in Kang Chiao for six years. I wanted 
to say thank you to teachers and classmates here. 
Also, I hope everyone will be happy in their whole 
life.
● 林圓軒 Sharon Lin
I think Kang Chiao is really a great place for kids to 
learn English. I met many nice teachers who taught 
English well, and they also helped me improve 
my English a lot. I also met lots of friends and had 
wonderful memories with all these classmates and 
teachers. I will never forget that I'm a Kang Chiao 
student. Good bye ~ KANG CHIAO!
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● 廖芷笙 Phoebe Liao
I've been in Kang Chiao for six years, and I've built 
a strong relationship with everyone and everything 
in Kang Chiao, even the trees and stones at Nature 
Study Area. I want to thank my teachers and friends 
that I met in the six years. No matter what happened 
in these six years, Kang Chiao will always be the 
best time in my childhood.
● 林郁潔 Julie Lin
We are going to graduate. There are some words I 
want to tell all the six graders: I am glad to have you 
all in my childhood, I'll remember you forever. I will 
miss you all. Thank you~
● 黃憶憶 Iris Huang
In just few weeks, we're going to graduate from 
elementary school. Some of us will be in another 
school, and some of us maybe will never see each 
other again. If you are now a 5th grader, you should 
now make friends with your classmates, don't hate 
them although they say something that makes you 
unhappy.
● 謝孟芸 Mandy Hsieh
In truth, I am sad about the graduation. I don't want 
to leave any of my classmates and friends. I never 
thought about the graduation, and never thought 
about leaving all the friends! I am really sad, but, I 
wish that everyone would be good after all.
● 鄭凱任 Jeffrey Cheng
I have only been here for one year, and now it's 
time to say good bye again. My mom said I would 
not stay here for middle school. I have made good 
friends here and did not want to go, I will miss all my 
teachers too, and they have taught me will enough 
to let me graduate from elementary. I will miss this 
school and all my friends. Good bye KCBS!
● 鄭思瀚 Aaron Chang
I was here when I was grade 1, and now I can't 
believe that I am graduating from this school. 
I've done many good things, of course. I would 
never forget the best 2 teachers I've ever met, Ms. 
Constance and Mrs. Dollenberg.
● 鍾明倢 Jennifer Chong
We are going to graduate, there's something I want 
to tell all the 6th graders: I will miss you all, wish 
everyone will have a happy and good future!
● 魏伶潔 Angela Wei
It is sad to say goodbye to the friends that has to 
transfer to another school. But I hope that we will 
meet them again. In some way, I hope that we don't 
need to go to the junior high, and stay in grade six, 
with my best friends, classmates and my teachers. 
But it is impossible, we all have to go to junior high 
and start a new life. I would like to say to my friends: 
“Let us walk together to the future.＂
● 王昱翔 Samuel Wang
Time goes fast, and I'm going to grade seven next 
year. I hope when I go to grade seven, I could stay 
with my friends, classmates, and study, play, talk, 
and laugh together. I hope I could get a better score 
in the future.
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● 劉先彬 James Liu
When I first came to Kang Chiao, I thought I wouldn't 
have good days here because I couldn't speak 
Chinese well. I never learned Chinese in Korea. 
After I have learned in Kang Chiao for a year, I can 
speak Chinese well and I have lots of friends here. 
I hope I'll have good days in Kang Chiao when I 
become a junior high student.
● 林彥成 Frank Lin
Finally, I'm going to graduate. For these six years, I 
want to thank my teachers. Thank you for teaching 
me and taking care of me. You let me learn a lot. 
When I did something wrong, you always forgive 
me. I want to thank my friends, too. You always help 
me solve problems and play with me. So I will smile 
to finish my grade six.
● 孔維真 Jenna Kung
We are going to leave our elementary school life 
and step into junior high. Some of us are going to 
be separated. I will be missing all the friends and 
teachers in the elementary school. I am sure that we 
will meet again somewhere.
● 黃寶嫻 Jennifer Huang
It would be very sad if we were separate from our 
friends and classmates, because we had related 
with each other for almost 6 years. The world is very 
big and it would be uneasy to meet them again when 
we grow up. But in someway it is a good thing to go 
to junior high school because we can meet more 
friends and learn more things, and maybe we would 
meet our old friends there too. It would be soon for 
us to graduate from grade six and it would be the 
last time I got my Children's Day gift. Soon, I am 
going to say goodbye to my classmate and farewell, 
my summer.
● 黃允言 Andy Huang
I would like to say goodbye to everyone in the 
elementary school. I will miss everything, but 
not homework. Goodbye my friends. Goodbye 
elementary school. Goodbye to everything. Bye-bye!
● 周育萱 Emily Chou
After few months, we're going to junior high. Some 
of us will leave school, and we'll miss each other. 
Friends were going to be separated, and also 
the teachers. I'll remember everything that had 
happened in Kang Chiao. I wish everyone will have 
a wonderful time in junior high school.
● 陳冠廷 Gary Chen
We are going to graduate. I will miss my friends and 
the playing times I had with my friends. I wish that 
all of my friends could be happy forever. I wish we 
could meet on the road and play with each other 
again soon. I am glad to graduate from this school.

● 張晏寧 Annie Chang
It's almost the time to say goodbye to all my dear 
friends. I'm leaving Kang Chiao and start a whole 
new junior high life. Thanks to my teachers, my 
grades are better and higher every year. Wish all my 
classmates will be great at their junior high time, and 
hope that you guys will remember me!!!
● 陳雋燊 Johnson Chen
The time goes past fast. Some times I'll think about 
that when I came to Kang Chiao I was so idiot that I 
bit my fingernails all day. But now I'm just a big boy 
now. I don't bite my nails anymore. Now, I always 
play with friends and play basketball. I'm growing up 
at Kang Chiao, thank you!
● 陳芷聆 Diana Chen
We are going to graduate from this elementary 
school. I hope everyone will have a new happy life at 
junior high. I will miss all my friends and the teachers 
here. I wish we will meet again in the future.
● 蔡皓文 Tiger Tsai
After I graduate, I may not see some of you guys. 
When I was still young, I thought that there is still 
much time to be friends with you guys, but there is 
not enough time now.
● 吳立勻 Catherine Wu
Very soon, we are going to graduate, and then we 
will go to junior high school. At that time, I will miss 
all my friends, the things that we had ever done 
before, the tricks that we had ever done to teachers, 
and all the fun time we had. I will also remember the 
graduation trip. I will never forget the time in Kang 
Chiao.
● 吳承翰 Philip Wu
I am so happy that I am finally going to graduate. 
I will miss the teachers who had taught me in my 
elementary years. Of course, I will never forget my 
friends and the things we have played together for 
these years. It is so hard to say the word “good 
bye＂ to all of my friends. This is the best time I 
have in my life.
● 王方廷 Welly Wang
I am very happy to study with my friends in grade 
six. We laugh and play together; we're just like 
brothers. But some times we will be angry with each 
other, and then we'll become friends again. I wish 
that we can see each other in the future!
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● 彭俊維 Justin Peng
Soon, I will say goodbye to elementary school and 
then go to junior high. I will still stay in Kang Chiao, 
but some of my best friends are going to other 
schools. Thanks to these friends let me make my 
time of elementary school wonderful. And I also 
want to thank the teachers at the elementary school 
because they teach me many things about every 
thing.
● 牟仁萱 Sharon Mou
It's time for graduation. I am happy that I had grown 
up, but it's also sad that I have to leave my friends 
and my school. There are a lot of nice memories 
here. I hope that my friends and teachers will never 
forget me. I will remember all of you too. Wish 
everyone has a wonderful graduation! Go! Go!
● 倪嘉霙 Jenny Ni
We are going to graduate from the elementary 
school. Time runs pass quickly and we are going to 
walk one more step forward to reach the life of junior 
high. I'm thankful for the teachers in my elementary 
school life, and the classmates that help me from 
the pass six years. I learn a lot and I wish I will have 
good life in junior high.
● 林孟璇 Mandy Lin
Time passes very quickly and we are going to 
graduate. We are going to leave our friends and go 
to junior high. It's very sad but we couldn't escape 
from it. Wish that after graduating, we can see each 
other again.
● 林家碩 Tiger Lin
Two months later, I am going to graduate. I am 
going to leave all this behind and walk into a new 
world. I will miss my friends, and the time we played 
together. I will miss the field, natural park, and all the 
teachers. Thank you for teaching me! BYE! BYE!
● 郭學安 Jason Kuo
The time of elementary school is almost over. 
Everyone is sad but time is still going. Soon, we will 
graduate from Kang Chiao. At that time, we might 
leave out friends. I will never forget them, of course, 
and all the teachers. Thanks to everyone. I will never 
forget Kang Chiao.
● 王柔涵 Melody Wang
The time goes so fast that we are going to graduate 
from elementary school. In the past six years, we 
learned many different things. We grew up from 
being childish to mature. A few months later, we 
are going to junior high. We are going to take 
a step forward to our life and say goodbye to 
our elementary years. Thank you teachers and 
classmates who have grown up with me during the 
six years, I will remember you forever!
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● 林子霽 Tristan Lin
Finally! We are going to graduate after six years of 
hard works. But I will still remember my teachers 
and my friends. Some classmates are going away to 
another school, and some are staying. I hope we all 
can keep in touch.
● 郭炫利 Sherry Guo
This is the end of the elementary school, but it is 
also the start of junior high. We are leaving each 
other, but maybe one day we will meet again. Be 
happy till the end of the semester and let's graduate 
together!
● 黃思淳 Jennifer Huang
Time passes quickly. We are going to graduate. I am 
happy to meet everyone in this school and I won't 
forget you. I had a great time with everyone. Thank 
you! Bye!
● 周愷揚 Derek Chou
I'm finally graduating, I've been through tears and 
funs with all my dear friends and teachers. I'll miss 
the happy life in elementary school. It is hard for me 
to leave some of my friends. I'll have to say so long 
to my childhood and move upwards to junior high. It 
will be a milestone in the journey of my life. I hope I 
could let Kang Chiao be proud of me in the future.
● 張毓琪 Rachel Chang
I like Kang Chiao very much and I learned many 
useful things here. Such as English, I can speak to 
foreigners in English. I also have fun in Kang Chiao 
for these six years. I feel very proud to be a Kang 
Chiao student. I will never forger the times I have 
been in Kang Chiao.
● 陳芸 Christine Chen
Six years passes so quickly, I have a lot of things 
that I haven't done yet. I'll miss all of my best friends. 
I love you so much, so please don't forget me. Last, 
all the best wishes to everyone who is nice to me. 
Thank you!
● 陳偉恩 Weien Chen
I am very grateful for all your help. I also thank 
everyone in my class who helped me went through 
all the difficulties. I am happy this year because all of 
you brought me happiness. I will be very sad when 
I leave this school, but I will remember you! Even 
when I leave the school, I will be strong; I must have 
a smile on my face for the future.
● 沈琬昀 Christina Shan
This is the end of the elementary school, but when 
we graduate, we are going to start in junior high 
school. Every one must part one day, and go to the 
school you want. Maybe when we grow up, we will 
meet again. Be happy until you graduate!
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● 吳友友 Yoyo Wu
I had a wonderful time in Kang Chiao, and I made a 
lot of friends, now I am graduating and leaving my 
friends. I felt sad, but I won't forget the splendid time 
we had together. I'll miss all my great teachers and 
I thank them for everything. At last, best wishes to 
all my dear friends and teachers. I'll try my best in 
junior high and won't let you down.
● 葉昕叡 Allen Yeh
I am going to say goodbye to Kang Chiao and my 
friends very soon. I believe I can get more new 
friends in the new school. I am very glad to have 
Alan, Weien and many other people as my friends. 
They made my time of elementary school wonderful. 
I want to say thank you to all the teachers. I will 
never forget the friends, teachers, basketball court, 
grass and everything in Kang Chiao.
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● 湯政達 Daves Tang
I am very happy this year, but many of my friends 
are going to other schools. I wish my best friends 
can stay in Kang Chiao and don't go to other 
schools. I have a very good memory in these 6 
years because of my friends. I want to thank you all. 
Good bye, my best friends!
● 李庭 Charlene Lee
Time passes quickly! I need to treasure the time 
with my friends. I hope my friends can remember 
me! I am going to graduate! I will remember my 
classmates and friends! Bye! Bye! Everyone!
● 林品均 Robert Lin
Despite the fact that I have not been here at Kang 
Chiao for a long time, I have really enjoyed my time 
here at the elementary school. As some teachers 
said, this is our last truly “free＂ year – and then, 
most of us will be going separate ways. Farewell to 
those who are going to other schools, and farewell 
to our teachers. I will miss you all. For those who are 
staying here at Kang Chiao for middle school – let's 
us prepare for what's up ahead!
● 林詠婷 Kiki Lin
I have studied in Kang Chiao for six years. I wanted 
to say thank you to teachers and classmates here. 
Also, I hope everyone will be happy in their whole 
life.
● 林圓軒 Sharon Lin
I think Kang Chiao is really a great place for kids to 
learn English. I met many nice teachers who taught 
English well, and they also helped me improve 
my English a lot. I also met lots of friends and had 
wonderful memories with all these classmates and 
teachers. I will never forget that I'm a Kang Chiao 
student. Good bye ~ KANG CHIAO!
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● 廖芷笙 Phoebe Liao
I've been in Kang Chiao for six years, and I've built 
a strong relationship with everyone and everything 
in Kang Chiao, even the trees and stones at Nature 
Study Area. I want to thank my teachers and friends 
that I met in the six years. No matter what happened 
in these six years, Kang Chiao will always be the 
best time in my childhood.
● 林郁潔 Julie Lin
We are going to graduate. There are some words I 
want to tell all the six graders: I am glad to have you 
all in my childhood, I'll remember you forever. I will 
miss you all. Thank you~
● 黃憶憶 Iris Huang
In just few weeks, we're going to graduate from 
elementary school. Some of us will be in another 
school, and some of us maybe will never see each 
other again. If you are now a 5th grader, you should 
now make friends with your classmates, don't hate 
them although they say something that makes you 
unhappy.
● 謝孟芸 Mandy Hsieh
In truth, I am sad about the graduation. I don't want 
to leave any of my classmates and friends. I never 
thought about the graduation, and never thought 
about leaving all the friends! I am really sad, but, I 
wish that everyone would be good after all.
● 鄭凱任 Jeffrey Cheng
I have only been here for one year, and now it's 
time to say good bye again. My mom said I would 
not stay here for middle school. I have made good 
friends here and did not want to go, I will miss all my 
teachers too, and they have taught me will enough 
to let me graduate from elementary. I will miss this 
school and all my friends. Good bye KCBS!
● 鄭思瀚 Aaron Chang
I was here when I was grade 1, and now I can't 
believe that I am graduating from this school. 
I've done many good things, of course. I would 
never forget the best 2 teachers I've ever met, Ms. 
Constance and Mrs. Dollenberg.
● 鍾明倢 Jennifer Chong
We are going to graduate, there's something I want 
to tell all the 6th graders: I will miss you all, wish 
everyone will have a happy and good future!
● 魏伶潔 Angela Wei
It is sad to say goodbye to the friends that has to 
transfer to another school. But I hope that we will 
meet them again. In some way, I hope that we don't 
need to go to the junior high, and stay in grade six, 
with my best friends, classmates and my teachers. 
But it is impossible, we all have to go to junior high 
and start a new life. I would like to say to my friends: 
“Let us walk together to the future.＂
● 王昱翔 Samuel Wang
Time goes fast, and I'm going to grade seven next 
year. I hope when I go to grade seven, I could stay 
with my friends, classmates, and study, play, talk, 
and laugh together. I hope I could get a better score 
in the future.
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● 呂雨臻 Jenny Lu
The time passes fast, I'm already grade 6, and it 
is the time for junior high. Kang Chiao is the best 
school and 605 is the best class I have ever been. 
The friends in this school are friendly and nice. They 
are my best friends. I will never forget my friends, 
teachers and this school. Bye~
● 郭羽之 Vina Kuo
Time passes through grade 6 quickly, and soon we 
will graduate from Kang Chiao Bilingual School. I 
feel sad because I am going to leave my friends, 
classmates and teachers. But I believe there will be 
more happiness and challenges waiting for us in 
junior high. So, be happy and wait for another start 
in your life.
● 葉承青 Kevin Yeh
After six years, it is the time to leave our friends 
and teachers. Kang Chiao is a really good school; it 
gives us lots of activities. I will miss my friends and 
teachers very much. I am going to leave Kang Chiao 
and I will miss it forever. Good bye!
● 魏嘉宏 Mark Wei
Soon, we will graduate from Kang Chiao Bilingual 
School. In grade 6, there are a lot of fun things, and 
I will always remember them.
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● 賴文祺 Nicky Lai
Even though I only have been here for one year, but 
I'll soon leave elementary and become a junior high 
student. I will never forget the happy memories of 
6th grade, and I also expect to go to junior high. But 
I think it's hard to leave the time of elementary.
● 劉潔 Jade Liu
Six years have passed, and I am going to graduate. 
Leaving a school and my best friends who work and 
stay with me for the pass six years make me feel 
sad. I will remember the wonderful times that we 
have, and these times are the most splendid time in 
my life.
● 林孟萱 Vivian Lin
I had a great time at 6P1 class because everyone is 
nice, friendly and some are funny. It is my pleasure 
to be in the 6P1 class. We had a great time. Hope 
we could still meet each other in the future. I think 
we are just like a great family! I want to thank my 
friends and teachers, because they made these six 
years a wonderful time in my life!

● 林韋勳 Vincent Lin
Two more months everyone would be separated into 
many places. We'll say bye-bye to our friends and 
classmates that we had known for six years. It's sad 
to be separated with people when we graduate. I will 
miss everyone!
● 羅宇心 Magenta Lo
After 6 grade of school we are going to graduate. I 
will not forger my teachers and my friends. Thanks 
for teachers teaching us and my friends because 
they helped me a lot. I will never forget them. Soon, 
I'm going to another school. I will miss all my friends!
● 高懿 Fred Kao
We are going to graduate. I will remember all of my 
friends and teachers. Time goes fast. Soon we are 
at grade 7. All the past is in my memory. I wish all 
the things could come back again. So I could play 
with my friends again.
● 黃卉君 Candy Huang
Everyone knows that time passes quickly, but time 
passes more quickly than you think. Everyone also 
says that in junior high English becomes harder 
and teachers become scarier. So I don't want to 
graduate! Just let me stay one more year! I don't 
want to leave! Please God~
● 徐瑄 Susan Shu
In these six years, I learned many things and made 
many friends. I really like this school because it 
gives us freedom and chances. I will miss all my 
friends and teachers. These six years are the best 
time of my life!
● 莊皓評 Keiko Jung
We will graduate from elementary school in 60 days; 
I will not forget everything that happened in the 
school, especially the graduation trip. The trip will be 
my best memory in the elementary school. I will not 
forger it forever.
● 陳冠廷 Benjamin Chen
I am soon going to graduate from elementary 
school. I am very thankful to all my teachers and 
classmates. I have learned a lot from you. I wish 
you all the very best next year. Have a wonderful 
summer and see you in the junior high.
● 陳星宇 Sylvia Chen
WOW! Time passes soon, now we are going to 
graduate! I have all the perfect memories from Kang 
Chiao and I have many good friends in Kang Chiao, 
too. I will remember all the things in Kang Chiao.

● 施任鴻 William Shih
Two months more, we are going to say goodbye to 
the school that we stayed for six years. Four months 
later, the teachers will not be the same teachers; 
the classmates sitting beside you would not be the 
same classmates. Lots of people are going to leave 
this school. I think to graduate is just a road going to 
a new world, so we don't need to be sad.
● 盛鈺云 Kitty Sheng
I remember all my teachers from grade 1 to grade 
6, and all of my friends. We will be separate by time 
and destiny, but we will never forget each other. 
Ms. Jennifer, Mr. Climb, Ms. Helen, Mr. Hoffmann, 
Ms. Jenny, Mr. Otter, Ms. Constance and Mrs. 
Dollenberg, thanks for your teaching, thanks for your 
tolerant when I'm doubt, thanks for redressing me 
when I am lost. I will never forget my teachers and 
friends even though I leave this beautiful school.
● 吳經華 Sabrina Wu
Bye everyone! Be happy when we graduate and 
don't forget anyone. Thank you all the teachers who 
have taught me from first grade to sixth grade! Be 
happy!

Do you want to share your writing or artistic work with others?
Do you have any funny comics, stories or excellent pictures?
Please email it to zephirchien@kcbs.tpc.edu.tw 
or bring it to the International 
Department office on the second floor!

To the Class of 2010
Mrs. H. Dollenberg

It is really happening! What you have dreamed of for many years is finally happening! You are actually graduating 
from Elementary School. To all of you, finishing Elementary School is just the beginning of the next step, Junior High 
School. Completing Grade 6 successfully is just the first of many great accomplishments that I hope you will achieve 
in your life. You must realize that this is just the beginning of the rest of your lives.

South African Archbishop Desmond Tutu wrote, ‘You are a very special person, become what you are.’ These words 
encourage you, the class of 2010, to recognize the goodness and potential in each one of you and to excel in Junior 
High School.

It has been said that ‘To know where you are going, one must remember where you have been.’ You, the Class of 
2010, will start a new chapter, moving towards new endeavors and taking on greater challenges. Most of you have 
been at Kang Chiao Bilingual School for more than a year and many of you since Kindergarten. You have learned so 
many life and social skills from your teachers throughout these years and these building blocks remain to help you 
next year (and during the years to follow). Some of you will continue to go to our Junior High School but some of you 
will leave to study elsewhere. But wherever you go, Go For It. You have nothing to lose.

On behalf of the Grade 6 teachers, I would like to wish you everything of the very best as you embark upon Junior 
High School. We as teachers have witnessed your growth this year and you became more independent and more 
mature in so many ways. Remember that you are all winners! Winners Never Quit! And quitters never win. Good luck 
for Junior High School!
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